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Waiting time and headway modelling for urban transit
systems – a critical review and proposed approach
Mohammad Ansari Esfeh , S. C. Wirasinghe , Saeid Saidi and Lina Kattan

Department of Civil Engineering, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada

ABSTRACT
The cost associated with the waiting time that passengers incur in a
public transit network is one of the main components of total transit
travel cost. The cost of a unit of waiting time per passenger is higher
than the cost of a unit of riding time or access time. While the
assumption of half the headway as the mean waiting time has
been widely used in waiting time cost estimation, it is not always
a realistic assumption considering heterogeneous passengers and
different types of transit services. Moreover, many studies
considered the waiting times of passengers only at the origin,
while waiting times can also be incurred at transfer points and the
destination, the latter especially for passengers with required
arrival time. After describing definitions for type of passengers
and type of transit service and reasoning about proper
assumptions for mean waiting time, we conducted a
comprehensive survey of articles in transit operation and planning
published in highly-ranked journals from 2010 to 2019 which is
presented in the paper. We found that most of the reviewed
articles on transit suffer from lack of clear assumptions regarding
the type of service and the type of passenger, which restricts the
validity of the assumed waiting time. To address these issues, we
develop a comprehensive approach to determine the mean
waiting time of travellers. Mean waiting time for possible
combinations of heterogeneous types of passengers (who plan
and who do not plan their trips) and different service type
(schedule-based, frequency-based, high-frequency and low-
frequency) are developed. In addition, we critically review the
waiting time considered in previous studies for a single route case
(uniform headway with reliable service). The proposed
comprehensive approach could be utilised in transit studies to
better model the transit use which subsequently results in better
designs and more efficient operations.
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1. Introduction

Designing, planning and improving public transit systems require that cost to passengers,
as well as cost to operators, be considered. Cost to passengers usually includes access cost,
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waiting time (at origin, transfer points and destination), cost of transfer if any and in-
vehicle travel cost. The waiting time of passengers at stops is often reported as the
highest cost component of the total cost to passengers (Hossain, Hunt, & Wirasinghe,
2015; Nuzzolo & Comi, 2016). If waiting time as an important component of passenger
cost is not properly estimated, the subsequent transit planning, operations and design
are not thoroughly representing the impact of passenger costs. Inaccurate estimates of
passenger waiting time would affect the estimation of passengers generalised costs and
thus affect the estimation of transit use. In addition, many transit system optimisation
models such as Newell (1971) and Wirasinghe (1990) propose total cost functions includ-
ing both operator’s costs and user costs. The passenger cost factor in these models could
be either over or under emphasised depending on the type of transit services and assump-
tions made. Thereby, not properly estimating waiting time affects the recommendations
and outcomes of the transit design, planning and operation.

The mean waiting time incurred by users is what is usually included in a generalised
cost function. In the case of regular services where headways are equal, the mean
waiting time of passengers is estimated assuming that (i) passengers arrive randomly at
stops and (ii) passengers can be served by the first arriving vehicle, and is given by:

E(W) = 1/2H, (1)
where H is the service headway. Equation (1) is the most widely used approach in transit
studies (Dial, 1967; Clerq, 1972; Wirasinghe, 1980; Tian, Yang, & Huang, 2012; Sun, Wu, Wu,
Yan, & Gao, 2016). However, in the case where service is not completely reliable, the
assumption of regular service can be problematic. Numerous models have been proposed
to address cases where some degree of irregularity is involved in bus arrivals (Amin-Naseri
& Baradaran, 2015; Holroyd & Scraggs, 1966; Osuna & Newell, 1972; Welding, 1957). A well-
known model was proposed by Osuna and Newell (1972) assuming randomly arriving pas-
sengers:

E(W) = 1/2 E(H)+ Var(H)
E(H)

[ ]
, (2)

where E(H) and Var(H) are the expected headway and variance of headway, respectively. In
the case of regular services, the variance of the headway is zero and this model reverts to
Equation (1).

In the case where each stop is served by multiple routes, various models have been
introduced to address the mean waiting time of passengers (Larsen & Sunde, 2008;
Spiess & Florian, 1989). The most widely used model, introduced by Spiess and Florian
(1989), assumes that (i) passengers arrive uniformly distributed at stops, (ii) the headways
follow an exponential distribution with a mean of a/fl for each route passing a specific
stop where fl is the frequency of service and (iii) passengers take the first bus that
arrives, leading to the mean waiting time at a stop being given by:

E(W) = a

fs
, (3)

where fs =
∑

fl . Different values of a lead to different distributions of headways. The
special case of a = 1/2 represents an approximation of the mean waiting time with
equal interarrival.
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These models determine the simple half the headway as the mean waiting time for the
special case of a fixed headway, which means that the waiting time assumptions are over
simplified and do not consider the heterogeneity of passengers [i.e. planning and non-
planning passengers; commuters and non-commuters with a fixed arrival (e.g. fixed
arrival time at work) or departure (e.g. fixed time when leaving work)] and/or different
types of bus operations (schedule-based, frequency-based). Moreover, the assumption
that passengers arrive at a uniform rate at the stop and board the first bus in a set of
routes without considering the scheduled departures on particular routes is not
sufficiently representative of the actual behaviour of passengers (Ingvardson, Nielsen,
Raveau, & Nielsen, 2018; Rahman, Wirasinghe, & Kattan, 2016). In addition, these
approaches only consider the waiting time incurred by passengers at the origin, which
underestimates the total waiting time neglecting the waiting time incurred at the destina-
tion (schedule delay). The waiting time at the origin and the schedule delay should be
taken into account, especially when passengers have a required arrival time (Wirasinghe,
1990).

The aim of this study is to critically review how passenger waiting time is modelled in
the literature, and to demonstrate that proper consideration of transit service type, and
heterogeneity of passengers and passenger trip purpose, are essential to accurately esti-
mate mean waiting time. Our comprehensive literature review reveals the widespread lack
of proper assumptions which restrict the validity of the models used in most previous
studies to only specific transit situations. To address this gap, this paper formulates new
analytical estimates of mean waiting time for several possible combinations of various
types of passengers and different types of operations, in which passengers are not left
behind by targeted bus.

The remaining of this paper is organised as follows: First, previous studies on different
types of service operation and transit users are discussed, and refined definitions of transit
types and users are proposed. Then, a generalised mean waiting time model is developed.
In the final section, we present a summary of an extensive literature review conducted to
understand how recent studies have dealt with mean waiting times in transit networks,
and where necessary, suggest improvements.

2. Appropriate terminology regarding types of service and transit users

Before performing an analysis to determine the mean waiting times in general situations,
acceptable terminology regarding different types of passengers and various types of oper-
ations must be defined.

2.1. Different types of service operations

From the scheduling point of view, transit service can be either frequency-based (also
known as headway-based or non-scheduled) or schedule-based. In a frequency-based
system, only the headway of the system is known to transit users. The headway can be
either equal or varying throughout the day. In a schedule-based service, routes usually
have a published timetable. The headway and arrival and departure times of the runs
for different times of day can be extracted from a published timetable assuming reliable
service.

TRANSPORT REVIEWS 3



While previous studies have ranked the provision of real-time information as a desirable
amenity for a public transit service (De Gruyter, Currie, Truong, & Naznin, 2019), real-time
information may or may not be provided for schedule-based services. Parast (2012) con-
ducted a survey in 24 European cities and concluded that real-time information should be
viewed as supplemental to schedule information, which means that a bus service is con-
sidered as schedule-based when the departure time from each stop is known regardless of
provision of the real-time information. The same definition of the schedule-based system
is considered in Ceder (2001), Furth and Muller (2007, 2009), Larsen and Sunde (2008) and
Zhao, Dessouky, and Bukkapatnam (2006) as they assumed schedule-based service must
have pre-defined departure times.

In this paper, schedule-based service refers to a service that operates based on a pub-
lished timetable. It may also provide passengers with real-time information about delayed
buses so passengers can minimise their waiting time at stops by adjusting their departure
time from the origin. No published timetable is provided for frequency-based service.

Regarding the frequency of service, previous studies have considered two different
types of service: (i) high-frequency service (short-headway) and (ii) low-frequency
service (long-headway). The main criterion to distinguish between high-frequency and
low-frequency service is the length of the headway. For example, Muñoz et al. (2013) con-
sidered a service with a headway of less than ∼5 min as a high-frequency service. In con-
trast, Chiraphadhanakul and Barnhart (2013) considered high-frequency service as services
operating every 15 min or less. Similarly, Okrent (1974), Jolliffe and Hutchinson (1975),
Hickman (2001) and Hounsell, Shrestha, and Wong (2012) considered services with
headway less than 12 min as a high-frequency service. However, the majority of the
studies considered the upper limit of the headway for a high-frequency service to be 10
min (Ceder & Marguier, 1985; Delgado, Munoz, & Giesen, 2012; Ding, Chien, & Zayas,
2000; Fu & Yang, 2002; Lin, Liang, Schonfeld, & Larson, 1995; Mazloumi, Mesbah, Ceder,
Moridpour, & Currie, 2012; O’Flaherty & Mancan, 1970; Seddon & Day, 1974; Turnquist &
Blume, 1980). In this paper, high-frequency service is assumed to have a headway of
less than or equal to 10 min, and those services with a headway greater than 10 min
are considered as low-frequency services.

There is a strong connection between the type of service (schedule-based or frequency-
based) and the frequency of service. In actual transit operations, high-frequency services
with high demand are usually frequency-based services without a published timetable/
schedule (Delgado et al., 2012; Nuzzolo & Crisalli, 2004; Parast, 2012). In contrast, sche-
dule-based services are usually used to serve lower demand areas or periods, which are
typical of services with a long headway, and come with a published timetable (Ceder,
2001; Furth & Muller, 2007, 2009; Zhao et al., 2006).

2.2. Different types of transit users

To properly model a passenger’s waiting time and the decision on when to arrive at the
transit stop, it is important to distinguish among different types of transit services and
users. We can categorise transit users into two groups who accordingly experience
different arrival patterns at the bus stop and thus waiting time. The first category includes
commuting and non-commuting passengers. Transit users are mainly commuters during
peak hours and non-commuters during off-peak periods. Depending on the trip purpose
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or type of work, commuters may have desired arrival time at their destination or not. Com-
muters with flexible working hours that use transit during the morning-peak period can
adjust the time they start work; thus, their arrival time at work is considered flexible.
However, the commuters that need to start working at a certain time have a fixed
arrival time or equivalently non-flexible working hours. In the case of evening-peak com-
muters, since the majority of trips are home bound, they usually do not have a fixed arrival
time (Ruisanchez & Ibeas, 2012), except in the case of trip chaining (e.g. commuters
needing to pick up their children). Non-commuters may or may not have fixed arrival
time at their destination depending on the purpose of their trip. An example of non-com-
muter with fixed arrival time are passengers with a medical appointment.

The second category of users are planning and non-planning passengers (see Figure 1).
De Borger and Fosgerau (2012) define non-planning passengers as those who go to a bus
stop at random and usually have to wait. Moreover, planning passengers are defined as
those who incur planning costs (time and effort required on the part of passengers to
deal with the information provided by transit firms) but do not incur waiting time at
stops. The behaviour of non-planning and planning passengers mainly depends on the
type of service provided by the operator and is; both commuters and non-commuters
may plan or not plan their trips prior to departure depending on the frequency of the
service.

Nuzzolo, Crisalli, and Rosati (2012) defined planning passengers as transit users who
have a pre-trip choice of departure time and stop. They considered two different types
of planning passengers: (i) those with the desired arrival time at destination (DAT) and
(ii) those with the desired departure time from origin (DDT). DAT passengers mainly
take home-origin trips and aim to arrive at their destination at a fixed time to start their
activities. DDT passengers mainly take home-destination trips and aim to leave from the
origin at the end of their activity.

For high-frequency services, it is more likely that passengers arrive at stops randomly
even when published and real-time information are available (Chen, Adida, & Lin, 2013;
Delgado et al., 2012; Hounsell et al., 2012). Huddart (1974) observed in London that for
transit services with short headways, passengers arrive randomly. Similarly, randomly

Figure 1. Types of passenger based on the types of service.
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arriving passengers were observed in Leeds (O’Flaherty & Mancan, 1970), Manchester
(Seddon & Day, 1974) and several other cities around the world (van Oort, 2014) for head-
ways less than 10 min. In a survey conducted by Rahman, Wirasinghe, and Kattan (2013) in
Calgary, the majority of respondents indicated that real-time information does not add
much value for service headways that are less than 10 min. Luethi, Weidmann, and
Nash (2007) and Ceder and Marguier (1985) reported that for relatively short headways,
passengers go to stops randomly; however, for long-headway timetables, they tend to
time their arrival and thus do not exhibit random arrival (Gallo, Montella, & D’Acierno,
2011). Passengers may even arrive at stops a little bit earlier in the case of less reliable ser-
vices to decrease the probability of missing the targeted bus (Furth & Muller, 2007).

While previous research has discussed planning and non-planning passengers when
the service type is schedule-based, no definitions have been suggested for such passen-
gers when service is frequency-based or the frequency of service is high. In this paper,
planning passengers are defined as the passengers who know the schedule (if provided)
so that they can adjust their departure from the origin to minimise their waiting time. If
service is frequency-based, planning passengers still plan their trip when they have a
specific arrival time at their destination. They tend to arrive at the stop a full headway
in advance of the last possible departure time (equivalently, the desired departure time)
in order to arrive at the destination without being late. Based on this definition, regardless
of type of service operation, passengers with specific arrival time at their destination are
planning passengers (e.g. morning commuters with non-flexible working hours). Non-
planning passengers are those who do not check the schedule when the schedule of
service is provided. When service is frequency-based, non-planning passengers are
those who do not have specific arrival time at their destination. Non-commuters can be
either planning passengers or non-planning passengers depending on their trip
purpose and whether they have a specific arrival time at destination or not.

3. Mean waiting time: a comprehensive approach

The mean waiting time of passengers is not limited to waiting at the bus stop. In some
cases, when passengers have a specific arrival time at their destination, it is likely that
they will arrive at their destination earlier than the desired time (Kraft & Wohl, 1967;
Wohl, 1968). In this case, they incur waiting at their destination. Moreover, different
types of service can affect the waiting time of passengers. Transit users who have
access to published timetables incur less waiting at the origin than the passengers who
take a non-scheduled bus with the same headway.

This section covers the waiting time of passengers for possible combinations of passen-
ger type (planning, non-planning, commuters with flexible and non-flexible working hours,
and non-commuters) and type of service (schedule-based, frequency-based, high-fre-
quency and low-frequency) for a simple all stop bus route with a fixed headway of H.

3.1. Waiting time based on scheduling of service and passenger type

The waiting times for both planning and non-planning passengers need to be investigated
for both schedule-based and frequency-based service to evaluate the impact of planning
the trip prior to departure.

6 M. ANSARI ESFEH ET AL.



3.1.1. Waiting time in schedule-based service
The mean waiting time of different types of passengers, planning and non-planning pas-
sengers, using a schedule-based service is represented in Table 1. Some assumptions are
made to obtain the waiting times: (i) planning passengers plan their trip regardless of the
frequency of service, which means that they time their arrival at a stop to minimise their
waiting time at the origin, (ii) while planning passengers can avoid waiting at the origin,
they may incur waiting time at their destination when they have a specific desired
arrival time, and (iii) all services are considered schedule-based including low-frequency
and high-frequency service.

When passengers have specific arrival time at destination and also specific departure
time from origin, they experience a waiting time between 0 and H at the origin;
however, depending on the individual departure times and how far it is from the
specific arrival time, passengers experience various waiting times at destinations. Thus,
it is not possible to measure the mean waiting time of the passengers. Assuming
perfect schedule adherence, when planning passengers have specific arrival time at des-
tination and no specific departure time from origin, they check the schedule prior to
departure so they incur zero waiting at the stop. However, depending on the travel
time between origin and destination, and departure time, they may wait between 0 to
H at the destination. Thus, the mean waiting time is 1/2H. For example, assume buses
are scheduled to depart a stop at 7:10 AM; 7:30 AM, etc. (20 min headway). The in-
vehicle travel time to the destination is 30 min, thus, the bus arrives at the destination
at 7:40 AM; and 8:00 AM, respectively. Passengers who have scheduled work slightly
before 8:00 AM (e.g. 7:59 AM) must take at the latest the 7:10 AM bus and arrive early
at 7:40 AM thus incurring a schedule delay of 20 min. Passengers with scheduled work
at 8:00 AM can take the bus which departs at 7:30 AM, thus incur no waiting time. There-
fore, the mean waiting time based on passengers having various required arrival times is
10 min. Non-planning passengers are assumed to have flexible arrival (i.e. no specific
arrival), which explains why the related cell is N/A in Table 1.

When non-planning passengers have no specific arrival time at destination but a
specific departure time from origin, they depart from the origin without checking the sche-
dule. Since they do not have a specific arrival time, they can start their activity once they
get to the destination, thus they incur no waiting at the destination. Therefore, the waiting
time at the destination is 0 min, and they wait at the origin between 0 and H in total, which
means that the mean waiting time is 1/2H. This case is not applicable for planning passen-
gers as it contradicts the definition of planning passengers.

Finally, planning passengers with no specific arrival time at destination and no specific
departure time from origin experience no waiting at the destination. Moreover, since they

Table 1. Mean waiting times for schedule-based service.

Passenger
type

Specific arrival time at
destination & specific
departure time from

origin

Specific arrival time at
destination but no

specific departure time
from origin

No specific arrival time
at destination but

specific departure time
from origin

No specific arrival time at
destination & no specific
departure time from

origin

Planning Not possible (NP) 1/2H N/A 0
Non-
planning

NP Not applicable (N/A) 1/2H 1/2H
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check the schedule prior to their departure, they also do not wait at the origin and thus
incur no waiting. Non-planning passengers would still experience mean wait time of
1/2H as they do not check the schedule before arriving to the stop.

3.1.2. Waiting time in frequency-based service
The mean waiting times of passengers that use a frequency-based service are represented
in Table 2. Similar to the case of schedule-based service, the users of a frequency-based
service include planning and non-planning passengers. Planning passengers in a fre-
quency-based service have fixed arrival time at their destination. Examples are commuters
with non-flexible working hours and other passengers with an appointment. Non-plan-
ning passengers have a flexible arrival time at their destination and therefore go to the
stop randomly. An example is commuters with flexible working hours.

The following assumptions apply to frequency-based service: (i) waiting at the origin is
unavoidable for all passengers and (ii) all services are considered non-scheduled.

In a frequency-based service, when passengers have specific arrival time and no specific
departure time (planning), they cannot avoid waiting at the origin since they only know
the service headway and not the departure time. To avoid being late at the destination,
they go to the stop a full headway in advance of the last possible departure time. If
they board immediately upon arrival at the stop, they would still wait H at the destination.
If they just miss a bus, they wait H at the stop, so they will arrive at the destination just in
time (with no waiting at the destination). Thus, depending on the arrival time of the first
available bus, they incur waiting between 0 and H at the origin and consequently between
H and 0 at the destination. In this case, they wait a H in total.

When passengers have no specific arrival time (non-planning) but have specific depar-
ture time, similar to the case discussed in Section 3.1.1, passengers incur waiting time
between 0 and H at the origin and no waiting at the destination. Therefore, on average
they wait 1/2H. It is assumed that the waiting time of the planning passengers is not
defined when they have no specific arrival time. Because, based on the definition in
Section 2.2 for planning passengers in a frequency-based service, passengers who do
not have specific arrival time at the destination do not plan their trip, thus are considered
non-planning passengers. Finally, in the case that passengers have no specific arrival time
and no specific departure time, they incur no waiting at the destination. However, since
they go to the stop without planning, they may wait between 0 and H at the origin. There-
fore, they wait 1/2H on average.

The waiting times of passengers under schedule-based and frequency-based services can
be compared to evaluate the impact of scheduling. To this end, the average of waiting times
for each column in Table 1 and Table 2 are presented and compared in Table 3.

Table 2. Mean waiting times for frequency-based service.

Passenger
type

Specific arrival time at
destination & specific
departure time from

origin

Specific arrival time at
destination but no

specific departure time
from origin

No specific arrival time
at destination but

specific departure time
from origin

No specific arrival time at
destination & no specific
departure time from

origin

Planning NP H N/A N/A
Non-
planning

NP N/A 1/2H 1/2H
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As shown in Table 3, scheduling a transit route decreases the mean waiting time of pas-
sengers that have “no specific departure time”. However, the mean waiting time for pas-
sengers with a “specific departure time” is likely to remain unaffected. The unaffected
waiting time is to be expected because when there is a specific departure time from
the origin, passengers are more likely to arrive randomly at the stop regardless of the sche-
dule. Passengers with “no specific arrival time at destination and no specific departure
time from origin” are the most affected by a schedule where their mean waiting time
decreases, on average, as much as 50%. This reduction in the waiting time is also to be
expected since these passengers only incur waiting times at the origin. Thus, providing tra-
vellers with a schedule enables them to avoid waiting at the origin if the service is reliable.
In the case that a scheduled service is not reliable, passengers with specific arrival time
may still plan their trip similar to the frequency-based service to avoid being late at
destination.

3.2. Waiting time based on frequency of service and passenger type

While the approach to determine the mean waiting time in Section 3.1 is a good reference
for possible combinations of passenger type and service type, some of the noted assump-
tions may not be realistic. For instance, for schedule-based services, the assumption that
both low-frequency and high-frequency services are scheduled is not realistic since high-
frequency services mostly operate as frequency-based services (Parast, 2012). Similarly, for
frequency-based services, the assumption that all services are non-scheduled, including
low-frequency and high-frequency services, is not realistic; low-frequency services are
more likely to operate similar to schedule-based services to reduce the waiting times of
passengers arriving at stops.

To address these issues, Table 4 shows the revised mean waiting times of passengers,
where a is the proportion of planning passengers based on all passengers and b is the
proportion of planning passengers with fixed arrival time based on all planning passen-
gers. The following assumptions are made: (i) in a frequency-based service, planning pas-
sengers have fixed arrival time at their destination. In other words, it is not applicable to
have planning passengers with flexible arrival time; thus, in a frequency-based service,
b = 1, (ii) in the case of high-frequency service, passengers (both planning and non-plan-
ning) do not check the schedule even when the service is schedule-based. However, plan-
ning passengers plan their trip by going to the stop a full headway in advance of the last
possible departure time and (iii) in the case of low-frequency service, planning passengers
can have either fixed or flexible arrival time; however, they always check the schedule to

Table 3. Comparison of the mean waiting times for different service types.

Service type

Specific arrival time at
destination & specific
departure time from

origin

Specific arrival time at
destination but no

specific departure time
from origin

No specific arrival time
at destination but

specific departure time
from origin

No specific arrival time
at destination & no

specific departure time
from origin

Frequency-
based

NP H 1/2H 1/2H

Schedule-
based

NP 1/2H 1/2H 1/4H

Percentage
change

N/A −50% 0% −50%
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avoid waiting at the origin. These assumptions are consistent with the discussion in
Section 2.2, and more accurately reflect real situations. The waiting times in Table 4 are
obtained in the same manner as discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. In Table 4, the
waiting time obtained for high-frequency and low-frequency services also represents
the waiting time of transit users in a frequency-based and a schedule-based service,
respectively.

The mean waiting time of passengers for both high-frequency and low-frequency ser-
vices can be obtained as a fraction “K” of the headway (Kocur & Hendrickson, 1982; Saidi,
Wirasinghe, & Kattan, 2016; Wirasinghe, 1990). This can be done by multiplying the
demand portions by the mean waiting times for all passengers and aggregating them
using the information in Table 4. In the case of high-frequency service, the value of “K”
is shown as Kh and is calculated as follows:

E(W) = KhH = a(H)+ (1− a)
1
2
H

( )
, (4a)

� E(W) = KhH = a

2
+ 1

2

( )
H (4b)

which results in the following equation:

Kh = 1
2
+ a

2

( )
. (4c)

From Equation (4c), it follows that Kh ≥ 1
2
, which indicates that the mean waiting time in

high-frequency service is greater than half the headway. Similarly, the value of “K” can be
calculated for low-frequency service, and is shown as Kl :

E(W) = KlH = ba
1
2
H

( )
+ (1− a)

1
2
H

( )
, (5a)

� E(W) = KlH = 1
2
− a(1− b)

2

[ ]
H, (5b)

Kl = 1
2
− a(1− b)

2

[ ]
. (5c)

Table 4. Mean waiting times based on service frequency and user characteristics.

Passenger type

Demand proportion
for high-frequency &
frequency-based

service

Mean waiting time
for high-frequency &
frequency-based

service

Demand proportion
for low-frequency &
schedule-based

service

Mean waiting time
for low-frequency &
schedule-based

service

Planning Fixed
arrival
time

α H βα 1/2H

Flexible
arrival
time

N/A N/A (1−β)α 0

Non-planning 1−α 1/2H 1−α 1/2H
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Equation (5c) indicates that Kl ≤ 1/2, which means that in a schedule-based service,

mean waiting time of passengers is less than half the headway.
Note that the information given in Table 4 could be further expanded assuming that

passengers perceive the waiting time at the origin different from waiting at the destina-
tion. For instance, while both planning and non-planning passengers wait on average
1
2 H in a schedule-based service, planning passengers incur all the waiting at the destina-
tion while non-planning passengers experience all the waiting only at the origin. These
estimated mean waiting times should not necessarily be treated equally. Assuming the
value of waiting time at the origin and destination as gO and gD, respectively, a more accu-
rate estimation of the waiting time of planning passengers at the destination, ED(W), could
be derived as follows:

ED(W) = gD
gO

[EO(W)] = gD
gO

1
2
H

( )
, (6)

where EO(W) is waiting time at the origin. Since gD ≤ gO, then, 0 ≤ ED(W) ≤ EO(W). Thus,
each category of passengers perceives waiting time differently depending on the disutility
of waiting at the destination versus waiting at origin. Note that based on Table 4 for sche-

dule-based services, when
gD
gO

� 0, the mean waiting time for planning passengers with

fixed arrival time will converge to the mean waiting time of planning passengers with
flexible arrival time. This implies that passengers are not sensitive to the waiting at the des-
tination, and passengers can immediately start the activity upon their arrival. This intuitive
interpretation can explain the spectrum of the waiting time consideration for different cat-
egories of passengers. For the case of mean waiting time for frequency-based services for
passengers with fixed arrival time, passengers will budget a full headway arrival at the
stop. Thus, the waiting time should still be the full headway even though part of the
waiting time may be spent at the destination.

Empirical studies are required to determine the proportion of planning and non-plan-
ning passengers. Such information can traditionally be obtained through manual surveys
to identify the purpose and types of trips. With more deployment of transit smart card
data, there is an opportunity to infer the type of passengers and trip purpose for individ-
uals. Zhao et al. (2020) and Zhao, Koutsopoulos, and Zhao (2018) have studied individual
mobility patterns and travel behaviour through transit data. Given longitudinal obser-
vations of individual travel history, including the start/end time, origin/destination and
individual identifier of each trip, some behavioural explanation such as spatiotemporal
choices and trip purposes can be estimated. Such information can be collected and
used in assigning the proportion of passengers with different trip purpose and type (i.e.
planning and non-planning passengers). Additionally, such a comprehensive approach
can clearly distinguish the underlying assumptions for a more customer-centric transit
system design that can vary according to different time of week (weekend/weekday)
and day (peak/off-peak).

Passengers in frequency-based services and non-planning passengers in schedule-
based services are assumed to arrive at the stop based on a uniform distribution. Planning
passengers in schedule-based services are assumed to time their arrival exactly at the
vehicle departure time. However, among planning passengers in a schedule-based
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service, for those with fixed arrival time at destination, the waiting time at destination is a
uniformly distributed random variable due to the randomness of the scheduled arrival
time of transit and desired arrival time at destination. This uniform distributed waiting
time is not because of randomly arrival passengers but because the waiting time is a func-
tion of the desired arrival time versus the schedule of the transit service assuming reliable
service with uniform headway. These assumptions are valid for the route/network plan-
ning phase. However, they should be used carefully in the transit operation phase as pas-
sengers’ arrival is neither perfectly uniform nor exactly at the departure time of transit
vehicles. In other words, passengers’ arrival is a distribution for which the shape
depends on the service reliability and passengers’ behaviour. Luethi et al. (2007)
showed that the arrival pattern of passengers follows a mixture of uniform and Jonson-
SB distributions. Gamma and Lognormal distributions were also found to be the best
fitted distributions to the passengers’ waiting time (Guo, Yu, Chen, & Zhang, 2011;
Gong, Chen, Yu, & Wu, 2016). Recently Ingvardson et al. (2018) found that passengers’
waiting time can be best described by a mixture uniform-betta distribution. The mean
waiting time of passengers in the case of service unreliability requires further investigation.

4. Mean waiting time in transit studies

As mentioned in the introduction, different methods have been proposed to determine
the mean waiting time of passengers at stops, taking various assumptions into account.
An extensive literature review on the most recent transit studies was conducted to
examine how waiting time is modelled and what assumptions are considered. To give a
comprehensive review, we systematically searched for studies dedicated on waiting
time modelling as well as the most recent articles that required modelling the waiting
time of passengers for various transit-related researches. Regarding articles dedicated
on waiting time modelling, we used Scopus and Web of Science databases. We searched
for “wait/waiting time/cost” and “passenger arrival” in title, abstract and keywords. We also
extensively employed backward and forward reference searching to find the most related
works focusing on modelling passengers waiting time. Regarding the most recent works
on transit subjects, we employed both database and journal-based searching. Since the
focus was on how recent credible studies deal with the waiting cost modelling, we restrict
the scope to articles in English from well-reputed peer-reviewed transportation journals
from 2010 to 2019. Peer-reviewed journals considered in the analysis includes: Transpor-
tation Science, Transportation Research Part A/B/C/E, Transport Reviews, Public Transport,
Journal of Advanced Transportation, Transportation Research Record and Transportme-
trica A/B. Overall 77 articles were selected to cover the different approaches in modelling
the waiting time. Figures 2 and 3 show the breakdown of the reviewed recent articles
based on the operation type and the study subject. The numbers on each edge show
the number of articles reviewed on that specific operation type or subject.

4.1. Waiting time for single route assuming a reliable service

The most widely used approach is to consider the mean waiting time of passengers at
stops as half the headway, assuming a deterministic headway between the arrival of
two successive buses and the random arrival of passengers at stops, represented by
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Equation (1). Most studies further assumed that each stop can be served by only one route.
In some cases, a lack of clear assumptions regarding the type of passenger and service
restricted the validity of the half-headway assumption for the mean waiting time to a
few specific circumstances.

For example, numerous studies considered half headway as the mean waiting time of
passengers when they board the first available bus (Basso & Jara-Díaz, 2012; Chen et al.,
2013; Chiraphadhanakul & Barnhart, 2013; Freyss, Giesen, & Muñoz, 2013; Gkiotsalitis,
Wu, & Cats, 2019; Guo, Chen, Schonfeld, & Li, 2018; Hörcher & Graham, 2018; Li, Lam, &
Wong, 2012a, 2012b; Liu, Yan, Qu, & Zhang, 2013; Tian et al., 2012; Yu, Yang, Jin, Wu, &
Yao, 2012). However, no assumptions were made regarding passenger type (fixed or
flexible arrival time at destination). Regarding the type of service, in some of these
studies either the service type is explicitly mentioned as a high-frequency service (Chen
et al., 2013; Chiraphadhanakul & Barnhart, 2013; Freyss et al., 2013; Gkiotsalitis et al.,
2019) or the headway is considered to be very short (Li, Lam, Wong, & Sumalee, 2012b;
Yu et al., 2012). The rest of the studies assume that passengers’ arrival is random and uni-
formly distributed, which implies either a frequency-based service or a high-frequency
service (Basso & Jara-Díaz, 2012; Guo et al., 2018; Hörcher & Graham, 2018; Li et al.,
2012a; Liu et al., 2013; Tian et al., 2012). In either case, when commuters have fixed
arrival time at their destination, they incur full headway as the mean waiting time, thus

Figure 2. Reviewed articles based on the type of operation service.

Figure 3. Reviewed articles based on the subject.
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the assumption of half-headway waiting time is no longer valid. The assumption of half-
headway also is not valid for those non-commuters using high-frequency services to
get to their destination on-time.

Similar to the previous group of studies, some studies ignored the waiting time at des-
tinations for schedule-based services and reported zero as the mean waiting time of pas-
sengers with fixed arrival time at destinations. For instance, Zhang, Wang, and Meng
(2018) assumed that the waiting time of the commuters in the on-demand public bus
(ODPB) is zero as the ODBP is schedule-based. While it is not obvious whether passengers
are aware of the schedule for the ODPB mode well ahead of their departure, assuming that
it is the case, commuters with desired arrival time at their destinations will likely incur zero
waiting time at the origin stop but between zero and full headway at the destination
which result in half the headway as the mean waiting time.

Another line of studies assumed half the headway as the mean waiting time of the pas-
sengers for different frequency of service during a specific or different time of day. Stewart
and El-Geneidy (2016) evaluated the benefits of bus stop consolidation, including the
impact on mean waiting time (assumed as half the headway) for regular (low-frequency)
service and frequent (high-frequency) service during morning peak. In their proposed cost
function, Verbas and Mahmassani (2013) also assumed half the headway for a scheduled
service, including both low-frequency and high-frequency services, operating with various
headways. Similarly, Muñoz et al. (2013) considered the mean waiting time as half the
headway for different case studies, including medium-frequency service (off-peak) and
high-frequency service (peak), assuming passengers randomly arrive at stops according
to Poisson distribution. Verbas, Frei, Mahmassani, and Chan (2015) modelled a bus fre-
quency allocation problem for different times of the day, including AM-peak, midday,
PM-peak and off-peak periods. Bus services were considered to have headways
between 2.5 min (high-frequency service) and 30 min (low-frequency service) and
waiting time were considered half the headway for all. In another study, Sun et al.
(2016) considered the mean waiting time as half the headway during different times of
day (morning peak, off-peak and evening peak) regardless of different service frequency.
In the discussed studies, while the half-headway waiting time assumption is valid for pas-
sengers with flexible arrival time taking high-frequency service (which is likely the case
during off-peak and PM-peak), it is not true for the majority of commuters (with fixed
arrival time) during the AM-peak period who take high-frequency services to reach their
destination. Moreover, in the case of low-frequency service, when the schedule is
known, the mean waiting time for planning passengers without fixed arrival times at
their destination is zero. Therefore, it is not suitable to consider a mean waiting time as
half-headway for all of these various situations. Finally, Liu and Ceder (2018) proposed a
model for the integrated timetable synchronisation and vehicle scheduling problem,
they considered the mean waiting time of the passengers as half the headway assuming
randomly arriving passengers, and fixed and short headways. They tested the proposed
model for a 1-hour morning peak case study and obtained a variety of service frequencies
(from 3/hr. to 6/hr.) for different transit lines of their case study. The assumption of half-
headway mean waiting time can be problematic as the mean waiting time can be in
the range of zero to full headway depending on the frequency and type of passengers.
More specifically, for lower frequencies (3 and 4) transit users tend to check the schedule
of the service regardless of their arrival time at their destination. This means that headways
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are not short enough and the assumption of randomly arriving passengers is violated as
they arrive at stops based on a schedule. Depending on whether passengers have flexible
or fixed arrival time at their destination, they incur either zero or half a headway as waiting
time. Moreover, for relatively short headways passengers with fixed arrival time arrives ran-
domly at stops regardless of the schedule and experience full headway as the waiting
time.

In some studies, the mean waiting time in the transit network was overestimated. For
instance, De Borger and Fosgerau (2012) estimated a mean waiting time in a schedule-
based route for planning and non-planning passengers, which considered both the
waiting time at stops and the schedule delay. Defining the schedule delay as deviations
between the scheduled arrival time and passengers’ preferred arrival time, they
assumed that non-planning passengers incur both waiting at stop (assumed as half
headway) and the schedule delay (assumed as full headway). They further assumed that
planning passengers incur only a schedule delay (full headway). This approach double
counts the mean waiting at a stop since the schedule delay includes both the waiting
time at the stop and at the destination. Therefore, the approach leads to overestimating
the total mean waiting time of passengers. Sáez et al. (2012) considered the mean
waiting time of a passenger at a stop as the full headway. The bus service was considered
as a high-frequency, frequency-based service and no assumption was made regarding the
time of day. While this assumption is valid for commuters with non-flexible working hours,
it overestimates the waiting time of commuters with flexible working hours and also the
waiting time of non-commuters without a fixed arrival time at their destination, since they
incur waiting time of half the headway at origin.

4.2. Discussion on the waiting time in the previous studies

The assumptions used to determine the mean waiting time for the articles reviewed above
are summarised in Table 5.

The key findings obtained from our review of the literature are summarised below:

(1) The majority of the previous studies consider only the mean waiting time of passen-
gers at origin and ignore the penalty of early arrival which leads to waiting time at des-
tination when there is a desirable arrival time. Therefore, the waiting time cost
component of the generalised cost function is underestimated in many cases.

(2) In some of the studies, the assumption of a half headway as the waiting time can be
violated by other assumptions in the model regarding targeted passenger and type of
service.

(3) In some cases, a lack of proper assumptions regarding the type of service (schedule-
based or frequency-based) and type of passengers (planning/non-planning passen-
gers, commuters/non-commuters) limits the validity of the half-headway assumption
for the mean waiting time to specific circumstances.

(4) Table 6 shows the number of reviewed articles that either underestimate or overesti-
mate the waiting time of passengers or restrict the validity of their proposed model to
certain circumstances. Only one of the reviewed papers (Ruisanchez & Ibeas, 2012)
provided appropriate assumptions to justify the mean waiting time of the passengers.
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Table 5. Classification of waiting times for reviewed articles.

Citation

Service Passenger type

Operation
period

Assumed mean
waiting time CommentsService type Service frequency

Planning/Non-
planning

Commuters/Non-
commuters

Liu et al. (2013) N/M* N/M N/M N/M N/M Board first bus: H/2
Miss first bus: 3/2H

(i) Valid only for pass.** with flexible
arrival time

(ii) Mean waiting time for pass. with
fixed arrival time: H

Basso and Jara-Díaz (2012) N/A N/M N/M Commuters Peak H/2
Chen et al. (2013) Frequency-

based
High-frequency N/M Commuters AM-peak H/2

Yu et al. (2012) Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M Commuters Peak H/2

Li et al. (2012a) N/A High-frequency N/M Commuters Peak H/2
Li et al. (2012b) N/A High-frequency N/M Commuters AM-peak H/2
Tian et al. (2012) N/M N/M N/M N/M N/M H/2
Freyss et al. (2013) N/M High-frequency N/M Commuters Peak H/2
Guo et al. (2018) N/M N/M N/M Commuters AM-peak H/2
Hörcher and Graham (2018) N/M High-frequency N/M Commuters

Non-commuters
Peak
Off-peak

H/2

Gkiotsalitis et al. (2019) Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M Commuters
Non-commuters

AM-peak
Off-peak

H/2

Chiraphadhanakul and Barnhart
(2013)

Schedule-based High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters AM-peak H/2 (i) Mean waiting time of pass. with
fixed arrival time

High-frequency service: H
Low-frequency service: H/2
(ii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
flexible arrival

High-frequency service: H/2
Low-frequency service: 0

Liu and Ceder (2018) Schedule-based High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters AM-peak H/2

Stewart and El-Geneidy (2016) N/M High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters AM-peak H/2

Muñoz et al. (2013) N/A High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters
Non-commuters

AM-peak
Off-peak

H/2 (all cases)

Verbas and Mahmassani (2013) Schedule-based High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M N/M N/M H/2

Verbas et al. (2015) N/M High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters
Non-commuters

AM-peak
PM-peak
Off-peak

H/2 (all casas) (i) Valid only for PM-peak commuters
(ii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
fixed arrival time

High-frequency service: H
Low-frequency service: H/2
(iii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
flexible arrival time

High-frequency service: H/2
Low-frequency service: 0
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Ruisanchez and Ibeas (2012) Frequency-
based

High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters PM-peak H/2 Valid for PM-peak commuters

Sun et al. (2016) Schedule-based N/M N/M Commuters
Non-commuters

AM-peak
PM-peak
Off-peak

H/2 (all cases) (i) Valid only for PM-peak commuters
(ii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
fixed arrival time: H/2

(iii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
flexible arrival time: 0

Zhang et al. (2018) Metro:
Frequency-
based

ODRP:
Schedule-based

Metro: High-
frequency

ODRP: Low-
frequency

Metro: N/M
ODRP: Planning

Commuters AM-peak Metro: H/2
ODRP: 0

(i) Valid only for passengers with
flexible arrival time

(ii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
fixed arrival time

Metro: H
ODRP: H/2

De Borger and Fosgerau (2012) Schedule-based N/M Planning
Non-planning

N/M N/M Planning pass.: H
Non-planning pass: H
+H//2

(i) Mean waiting time of planning pass.
with fixed arrival time: H/2

(ii) Mean waiting time of planning pass.
with flexible arrival time: 0

(ii) Mean waiting time of non-planning
pass.: H/2

Daganzo (2010) Schedule-based High-frequency N/M Commuters Peak H/2 at origin and
transfers

(i) Valid only for pass. with flexible
working hours

(ii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
non-flexible working hours: H at
origin and transfers

Sivakumaran, Li, Cassidy, and
Madanat (2012)

N/M N/M N/M Commuters Peak coordinated: H1/2
uncoordinated:
½(H1+H2)

(i) Valid only when pass. have fixed
arrival time and service sequence is
high-high

(ii) Not valid for other type of pass. and
service frequency

Nourbakhsh and Ouyang (2012) N/M High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M N/M N/M H/2 at origin and
transfers

(i) Valid only for pass. with flexible
arrival and all services are high-
frequency services or when pass.
have fixed arrival and all services are
low-frequency services

(ii) Not valid for other types of pass. and
service frequency

Canca, Andrade-Pineda, De los
Santos, and Calle (2018)

Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M Commuters AM-peak H/2 at origin and
transfers

(i) Valid only for pass. with flexible
arrival time

(ii) Not valid for pass. with fixed arrival
time at destination (possibly the case
for AM-peak commuters)

Sáez et al. (2012) Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M N/M N/M H (i) Valid only for pass. with fixed arrival
time

(Continued )
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Table 5. Continued.

Citation

Service Passenger type

Operation
period

Assumed mean
waiting time CommentsService type Service frequency

Planning/Non-
planning

Commuters/Non-
commuters

(ii) Mean waiting time of pass. with
flexible arrival time: H/2

Lin, Yang, Chang, and Zou (2013) Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M N/M N/M Equation (2) (i) Valid only for pass. with flexible
arrival time

(ii) Cannot be used for pass. with fixed
arrival time

Van Oort (2016) Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M Commuters AM-peak Equation (2)

Ceder, Hassold, and Dano (2013) Schedule-based N/M N/M Commuters
Non-commuters

AM-peak
PM-peak
Off-peak

Equation (2)

Szeto, Jiang, Wong, and
Solayappan (2013)

Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M N/M N/M Equation (3) (i) Valid only for pass. with flexible
arrival time

(ii) Cannot be used for pass. with fixed
arrival time

Szeto, Solayappan, and Jiang
(2011)

Frequency-
based

High-frequency N/M Commuters Peak Equation (3)

Szeto and Jiang (2014) Frequency-
based

High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M N/M N/M Equation (3)

Schmöcker, Shimamoto, and
Kurauchi (2013)

Frequency-
based

High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters
Non-commuters

AM-peak
PM-peak
Off-peak

Equation (3)

Munizaga and Palma (2012) Frequency-
based

N/M N/M Commuters
Non-commuters

AM-peak
PM-peak
Off-peak

Equation (3)

Gallo et al. (2011) Frequency-
based

High-frequency
Low-frequency

N/M Commuters Peak Equation (3)

Fonzone and Schmöcker (2014) Schedule-based N/M Planning
Non-planning

N/M N/M Equation (3) (i) Valid only for “strategic” pass.
(ii) “Busy” pass.
Mean waiting time of pass. with fixed
arrival time: H/2

Mean waiting time of pass. with flexible
arrival time: 0

(iii) Mean waiting time of “as soon as
you can” pass.: 0

* N/M: Not mentioned.
** pass.: Passenger.
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5. Conclusions

In planning or designing any type of transit system, the cost of waiting time of passengers
is an important component of the generalised cost function that needs to be optimised.
An accurate and realistic estimation of the mean waiting time of passengers is critical
to model a transit system that is designed and operates efficiently. The main contribution
of this paper is theoretically demonstrating that proper consideration to transit service
type and heterogeneity of passengers and passenger trip purpose are key elements to cor-
rectly estimate the value of mean waiting time. New waiting time formulations are devel-
oped for all possible combinations of types of passengers (planning/non-planning,
commuters/non-commuters) and service types (schedule-based, frequency-based, high-
frequency and low-frequency).

In addition, this paper included a comprehensive survey of published transit studies,
including both early work on mean waiting time, and more recent literature from 2010
to 2019. Most studies considered half-headway as the mean waiting time of passengers
supposedly assuming uniformly random arrival of passengers at bus stops while our analy-
sis showed that this assumption is only valid for certain types of passenger and transit
service. While many previous studies considered the waiting time of passengers only at
the origin, waiting times also need to be incorporated at both transfer points and the des-
tination, especially when passengers have a specific arrival time. We reviewed recent
articles from highly-ranked journals in transit operation and planning and found that 31
out of 35 did not provide enough justification to support the waiting time considered
in their models. In these cases, the lack of proper assumptions restricts the validity of
their models to only specific situations. The remaining four articles either overestimated
the waiting times of passengers or lacked proper assumptions to support their proposed
waiting time at transfer points.

In summary, the estimation of mean waiting time of transit passengers is an important
and challenging problem that occupies many researchers studying transit systems. Con-
sideration to the transit service type, and passenger characteristics is necessary for prop-
erly estimating mean waiting time to result in sound transit network planning and design.
The next step in this research is to study the implications of the proposed waiting time
model in both classical and recent contributions in transit operation and design literature.
How consideration of different transit service type and passenger characteristics
employed in the proposed waiting time equation affects model results in transit
network planning and design.

Even with perfect information about the next bus/train arrival, many passengers still
have to experience waiting time – either at home or at destination – depending on the
type of passenger and trip. Sensitivity of passengers to waiting time, however, could be
different between bus stop, home and at the destination. The effect of using smart

Table 6. Classification of errors in estimating waiting time.
Error No. of articles

Lack proper assumptions, restricting the validity of model 31
Lack proper assumptions regarding waiting at transfer points 3
Overestimating waiting time 1
Total 35
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phone for real-time information on the sensitivity of passengers to waiting time is another
area of future interest.
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